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DAIRY, DELI AND BAKERY HAVE A TOUGH WEEK GOING UP AGAINST 2019 LABOR DAY
Sales during the last week of the month have been somewhat
lower than the other weeks throughout the pandemic. But
the last week of August had other complications, most of all
going up against the 2019 Labor Day weekend performance
with the holiday falling much earlier last year, on September
2nd. Labor Day has always been a massive holiday week
for grocery — making it a much harder holiday to beat
than ones that had more of a split retail versus foodservice
nature in typical years, such as Mother’s Day. Additionally,
sales were negatively affected by more extreme weather
events, impacting large parts of Louisiana and East Texas.
210 Analytics analyzed the IRI weekly sales findings, made
possible by IDDBA, to help understand how dairy, deli and
bakery sales are developing throughout the pandemic.
As a result of going up against Labor Day 2019, the sales
results were down from the typical highly elevated levels
we had been seeing across virtually all departments. Rare
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exceptions were the household cleaning aisle, fresh seafood
and frozen foods, that were still up in double digits versus
year ago levels. Total store sales were just 2.0% over last
year’s levels; however, center store was still up 6.0% over
2019’s Labor Day further indicating the pandemic has pushed
major demand to the center aisles. Overall, fresh perimeter
gained just 1.3% versus year ago and, within deli prepared
foods and fresh (non-UPC) bakery, sales remained down.
In turn, these random-weight items pulled down the overall
sales performance for the packaged baked goods and deli
department areas.
“At first glance, these numbers look a bit worrisome after
weeks of sitting comfortably above last year’s levels in dairy,
deli meat, deli cheese and packaged baked goods,” said
Jeremy Johnson, VP of Education for IDDBA. “However, we
have to keep in mind that sales went up against one of the
biggest grocery holidays of the year in Labor Day 2019. To
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still see everyday demand
push sales above yearago holiday levels is quite
an accomplishment, with
healthy gains for dairy in
particular. I suspect we
are going to see some big
numbers in next week’s
report when the 2020
Labor Day performance will
be covered.”

Dairy
Natural cheese and milk
were the two dominant
players in the dairy
department during the last
week of August, generating around $290 million in weekly
sales. While natural cheese gained 12.7% over last year’s levels,
milk dropped to the high single digits, at +8.2%. The highest
percentage gain this week was recorded by whipped toppings,
at +15.8%, albeit off a small base.
“The 2019 Labor Day effect was definitely felt in the dairy
department,” said Abrielle Backhaus, Research Coordinator
with IDDBA. “Three areas remained in double-digit growth
territory despite going up against the holiday in last year’s sales
results. Cheese has been a pandemic powerhouse throughout
and this crowns the 25th week of double digit increases
for natural cheese. Cream/creamers and whipped toppings
continued to see double-digit gains with many coffee breaks
having moved to at-home. With people continuing to work from
home, this incremental occasion remained an opportunity for
dairy, even during the tough week.”
Growth percentages differ whether looking at dollars versus
volume. With the exception of yogurt, dollar gains trended
ahead of volume gains for the week ending August 30 versus
year ago. This tends to point to inflation, at least on a per-ounce
basis, though the volume/dollar gaps are significantly smaller
than they have been. In addition to pricing levels coming down,
this could mark a bit of a turn to smaller serving sizes, as some
offices and schools have reopened for in-person activities.
SKUs have been reduced some for dairy. Overall, the number
of dairy items per store selling was down by 2.7% during
the week of August 30 versus the same week in 2019.
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Margarine has consistently been the one item down double
digits in the average items per store, at -11%.

Deli — Continued Mixed Results
While Labor Day has a bigger impact on the fresh ingredient
departments such as produce and meat, deli meat, cheese and
prepared foods still saw a bit of a negative impact from going
up against the 2019 holiday. “Whereas deli cheese and meat
had been sitting about 10% above last year’s levels for weeks,
gains dropped well into the single digits this week,” said Angela
Bozo, Education Director with IDDBA. “Likewise, deli prepared
had been making a comeback, but going up against the 2019
Labor Day results prompted a setback during the week of
August 30.”

Deli Meat
Deli meat sales were negatively affected by the 2019 Labor
Day effect and sales for random weight, non-UPC, deli meat
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increased +8.4% versus the same week year ago. That was
about four points lower than the week prior. This was a much
better performance than that of packaged luncheon meat that
gained 2.2% in dollars but dropped 4.4% in volume sales during
the last week of August.
In dollar sales, non-UPC random weight is the bigger category
at $131 million in weekly sales versus $120 million for packaged
lunchmeat. However, in volume, UPC lunch meat is much
bigger at 23 million per week versus 16 million in non-UPC
sliced to order.

Deli Cheese
Random weight deli
cheese dollar gains
increased 4.7% yearover-year the week of
August 30, which was
down nearly 7% from
the gains seen the
prior week. Packaged
cheese had a stronger
week, up +10.8% in
dollars and +4.6% in
volume. Fixed weight
cheese sales reached
$350 million for the
week of August 30.
Volume gains for
random
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weight cheese fell behind last year’s levels in going up against
the 2019 holiday season.

Deli-Prepared
Assortment in deli-prepared items remained unchanged
at around 87 average items per store. It is unlikely that the
average item count will make much more of a comeback so
long as self-serve areas such as salad or hot bars remain
closed.
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During the last week of August results for prepared foods
backslid slightly, including for the one positive area, being fixed
weight refrigerated meals.

referred to as the in-store bakery or fresh bakery, dropped
back to double-digit negative results, at -14% — heavily affected
by the 2019 indulgent holiday dollar.

A closer look at refrigerated, fixed-weight meals shows strength
across all offerings, apart from lunch items, that includes prepackaged meat/cheese/cracker kits. “While clearly a tough
week, refrigerated, pre-packaged meals still had a powerful
gain over last year’s levels,” said Eric Richard, Industry Relations
Coordinator with IDDBA.

Prepackaged Baked Goods Aisle

“Survey after survey we do at IRI, consumers tell us that they
are looking for a little help in the kitchen. As the grocery
industry, we have a big opportunity to be a helping hand,
whether that is providing a new recipe or ideas on how to
combine semi- and fully-prepared items with items consumers
cook from scratch,” said Jonna Parker, Team Lead IRI Fresh.
The idea of combining scratch with convenience-focused
items appears to be popular, with pasta and meat pies having
the highest year-over-year growth, at +28.1% and +15.3%,
respectively.

Bakery
Bakery was one of the more affected areas of the store, with
Labor Day typically bringing a big spike for functional bread
items, such as buns and rolls, as well as celebratory indulgent
items, including cookies, cup cakes and cakes. As a result,
all three areas within baked goods saw sales drop far below
those seen in the
past few months.
UPC-coded baked
goods, often in
the bakery aisle,
continued to see
the highest gains,
but netted out
only just above
last year’s levels.
Packaged, UPCcoded cookies
and crackers dove
below last year’s
sales with a loss
of 5%. Non-UPC,
random weight
bakery, often
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Total packaged baked goods increased a mere 1.0% for weekly
sales of $469 million. “The biggest driver in the week-overweek drop in gains lies with bread and rolls that had been
one of the leading areas within packaged baked goods, but
was highly affected by the 2019 Labor Day effect,” said Parker.
“Other items that address very different meal occasions that
would not be as affected by the holiday did just fine. These
are doughnuts, bagels and English muffins that mostly fall
in breakfast. This tells me we will see a normalization of the
pandemic sales trends next week and a big Labor Day show in
packaged bread/rolls.”

Cookies and Crackers
Much like bread and rolls, packaged cookies and crackers saw
a big swing in the sales results between the weeks ending
August 30 versus August 23rd. “Cookies and cracker sales
would be another area that is greatly affected by the mismatch
in timing between the 2020 and 2019 holiday weekends,” said
Parker. “In all likelihood, we will see a big jump in the results in
next week’s report here as well.” Total weekly sales were $297
million, down from $305 million the week prior.
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In-Store Bakery
The in-store bakery only delivered
positive gains for one item, croissants,
while the rest of the offering was
highly affected by going up against
the 2019 holiday. Cakes, cookies and
bread all went from several weeks of
gains to losing ground, ranging from
-4.5% for bread to -10.1% for cookies.
That pushed total random-weight
baked goods sales to -13.8% below its
year ago levels. Donuts and rolls, often
merchandised as a bulk item in the
fresh bakery, continued to be down in
double digits.

What’s Next?
Next week’s report will the last in
the weekly series IRI, 210 Analytics
and IDDBA have produced since
the week of March 15, after which
the report series will continue on a
monthly basis. Next week will also
show the results of the 2020 Labor
Day weekend sales, which are likely
to generate strong results for dairy,
deli and bakery.
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